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I t  !Y* FRITZ ENGINEEREiG LABORATORY ln; 5.  \ 
: I LEHIGH UNIVERSITY JUHLEHEM, PENNSYLVANIA 
l First Progress Report Web Crippling Program 
Lehigh University , lpril 15, 1941 Gerald G. Kubo 
Program; The primary purose of this pilot series of four 
tests was to investigate the behavior of a ?iF beam over a 
seat angle under load. The program was Sug&eSted and Mild 
out by Mr. Jonathon Jones and Mr. C.H. Mercer qnd the specimens 
were fabricted and furnished by the Bethlehem Steel Company. 
Fb) !Che only variable introduced was the stiffness of the 
seat angle. The thickness of the s at angles used were: 
1/2, 3 4, and 1 inch. The fourth connection was a 3,'8" 
seat angle with two angle stiffeners. The connections were 
detailed to- conform to standard practice. The beam used 
in each test was a 12 WF 50 with a clear span of 58-0". 
The top and seat angles were shop riveted to the column posts, 
~ f l n a ~ ~ ~ ~  
and bolted to the beam. The connection was tested by applying 
a concentrated load at the the center of the beam thnu a 




The following reading were taken: and few curwes are appended 
without commehtr 
Web Strain: The variation of web strain along the beam just 
was determined 
over the saqt angle by means of a batery of Huggenberger gages up to a 
re~ction of 15 kips. The distribution of web stresses for the 
case with top angle tight and the top angle loose are shown 
In Fig.' ( ) 
The compression of the lnia lower half'of th: web over the seat 
an$lethruout the test was measured by a modified Ames Dial. 
in each test 
The outline of the flange is plotted on Fig. ( ) for several reaction 
The permanent set in thks portion of the web is shown on Fig. ( ) 
The Deflection of the lop and Seat Angle Toe was measured by 
Ames Dials and recoredd on big. ( ) 
The lateral Movement of the Web wa$ determined by a Ames Dial 
and the outling of the web is polted on Eig. ( ) 
Scaling of White Wash : To study the p ~ ~ &  formation 
and progress of x K l t f r q  web failure 
To study the inception and progress of 
of plastic state in the web material over the seat angle, 
photographs were taken of the critical &m&x area at convenient 
theore tically 
loads. The white wash scales abong lines of maiimum shear 
and therefore at 45 degrese to the 1-xxs@ direction of 
principal stresses. 
~enerai Behavior The results of these tests must not be judged 
quantitatively since only one of each type was tested. 
Furthermore, the variations in the beam dimensions and shape 
altho withing permissible rolling tolerances, could not be 
divorced from the performance of individual tests. The 
m e c t i o n  was loaded to 
connectkdas were tesbdd to destruction when the bemas failed in 
1ongFtudinal shear 
took load up to 
Each of the connections -xat a reaction of approximatodly 
85-90 kips when the beam failed Etp longitud8mal shear in the 
0 
web. No distinct/--9 lateral movement wX.axx 
of the web over the seat was noted, probably due th the 
kf relatively large b/h ratio ( ) 
General Comuents: A preliminary examination of the test results 
reveals the 
forceds one to cnndsider the problem 
makes it clear that a theoretical solution would involve 
a study of many factors, including the behavior of'a plate 
under a undetermgned and variable distribution of load, a 
theory of failure under combined lstresses, a determianation 
of the 
an appli cation of the theory of limit des.ign. 
A preliminary examination of the test results makes it clear 
that a theortetical solution would invove $he consideration 
of many facabr, such as the effect of flange and seat angle 
btiffness, the phenomena of failure under combined stress, 
and the theory of limit design for the case of a plabe under 
conipression. 
non-uniform A more practical and promising 
approach to the problem of establishing a rational formula 
which would be applicable t- for seah angle connection 
for web crippoing would be to make a large number of tests 
covering a wide range of beam sizes and seat angle.. 
As to whether the 24,000 lb. / ina is satisfacotry of 
present 
N" statements reagarding the allowable RU-x stress 
- 
of 24,000 lb. per sq . in. wllll be attempted, since no rational 
-3mkR 
criteria for web yialding has been established. 
decisio 
A. The Preliminary Report of this series of tests is now being 
prepared and should be ready for distribution and comment within 
a week. 
